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Abstract
To study the structure of solutions for random k-SAT and random CSPs, this paper introduces the concept of
average similarity degree to characterize how solutions are similar to each other. It is proved that under certain
conditions, as r (i.e. the ratio of constraints to variables) increases, the limit of average similarity degree when the
number of variables approaches infinity exhibits phase transitions at a threshold point, shifting from a smaller value
to a larger value abruptly. For random k-SAT this phenomenon will occur when 5≥k . It is further shown that this
threshold point is also a singular point with respect to r  in the asymptotic estimate of the second moment of the
number of solutions. Finally, we discuss how this work is helpful to understand the hardness of solving random
instances and a possible application of it to the design of search algorithms.
Keywords: phase transition, constraint satisfaction, SAT, similarity degree.
1. Introduction
Over the last ten years, following the seminal paper of Cheeseman, Kanefsky and Taylor[6], one of the
most exciting areas in artificial intelligence and computer science has been the study of phase transition
behaviour in hard combinatorial problems. A lot of experimental and theoretical studies indicate that many
problems of practical importance can be characterized by a control parameter in such a way that the space of
problem instances is divided into two regions: the under-constrained region where almost all problems have
many solutions, and the over-constrained region where almost all problems have no solution, with a sharp
transition between them. For example, in the well-studied random 3-SAT, it has been observed empirically
that the satisfiability phase transition occurs when the ratio of clauses to variables is approximately 4.3[13].
Similar phenomena were also found for other values of k in random k-SAT. Up to now, only the phase
transition point for 2-SAT has been proved to be 1 by Chvátal and Reed[5] and Goerdt[9]. For random 3-SAT,
the best known lower bound and upper bound for the phase transition point are 3.145[1] and 4.602[11]
respectively. The interest in the phase transition behaviour has been furthered enhanced by the observation
that the instances in the transition region are the hardest to solve. Because of the extreme hardness of the
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instances at the transition region, such instances provide a useful benchmark for evaluating search algorithms.
In addition to the theoretical and experimental interest, the phase transition research is also helpful to
understand what makes NP-complete problems so hard to solve and thus hopefully improve the efficiency of
algorithms. Starting from the point that the nature of many algorithms is to search solutions in the space of
assignments, one can easily find that a good understanding of the phase transition behaviour will undoubtedly
require a deep understanding of the structure of solutions, e.g. how solutions are distributed in the space of
assignments. In recent years, there have been studies about the structure of solutions in the SAT phase
transition. Parkes showed experimentally that a significant subclass of instances emerges when crossing the
satisfiability phase transition[16]. In such instances, the solutions are not randomly distributed but all lie in a
cluster that is exponentially large. By means of the replica method from statistic mechanics, Monasson et al.
used the study of how variables freeze to a single value to investigate the transition from P to NP[14].
Similarly, Biroli et al. studied the typical Hamming distance between two solutions of a random 3-SAT
problem[4]. It should be noted that the validity of the replica method depends on a set of unproven
assumptions that are not generally believed to be true[3,17]. From a theoretical point of view, it is therefore
very essential to study the structure of solutions by use of mathematical (rigorous) methods.
In fact, SAT is a special case of the constraint satisfaction problem (CSP) which is defined as follows.
Definition 1.1  A constraint satisfaction problem
A constraint satisfaction problem consists of a finite set },,{ 1 nuuU ⋅⋅⋅=  of n  variables and a set of
constraints. For each variable iu  a domain iD  with id  elements is specified; a variable can only be
assigned a value from its domain. For nk ≤≤2  a constraint ikiiC ,,2,1 ⋅⋅⋅  consists of a subset },,,{ 21 ikii uuu ⋅⋅⋅  of
U  and a relation ikiiR ,,2,1 ⋅⋅⋅ ⊆  iki DD ×⋅⋅⋅×1 , where 1i ,2,i ik,⋅⋅⋅  are distinct. ikiiC ,,2,1 ⋅⋅⋅  is called a k -ary
constraint which bounds the variables iki uu ,,1 ⋅⋅⋅ . ikiiR ,,2,1 ⋅⋅⋅  specifies all the allowed tuples of values for the
variables iki uu ,,1 ⋅⋅⋅  which are compatible with each other. A solution to a CSP is an assignment of a value to
each variable from its domain such that all the constraints are satisfied. A constraint ikiiC ,,2,1 ⋅⋅⋅  is satisfied if
the tuple of values assigned to the variables iki uu ,,1 ⋅⋅⋅  is in the relation ikiiR ,,2,1 ⋅⋅⋅ . A CSP that has a solution is
called soluble; otherwise it is called insoluble.
CSP is a fundamental problem in artificial intelligence, with numerous applications ranging from vision,
language comprehension to scheduling and diagnosis[7]. In general, CSP is NP-complete. Recently, there has
been a great amount of interest in the phase transition behaviour of random CSPs, both from an experimental
and a theoretical point of view[2,8,18,20,21,23,24]. However, there is still some lack of studies about the structure
of solutions of random CSPs. To study the phase transition behaviour of random CSPs, we need first a
random CSP model to generate random instances. Standard Model B[8,20], the most commonly used CSP
model in previous studies, is only a binary model. To include the well-studied random k-SAT in the CSP
model, we use the following model in this paper, which is essentially a generalization of standard Model B to
the k -ary case.
Model GB
Step 1.  We select with repetition rnt =  random constraints. A random constraint is formed by selecting
without repetition 2≥k  of n  variables.
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Step 2.  For each constraint we uniformly select without repetition q  incompatible tuples of values.
The parameter r determines how many constraints are in a CSP instance, while q determines how
restrictive the constraints are. Assume that in Model GB all the variable domains contain the same number of
values 2≥d  and q  satisfies 1−< kdq . Recently, Achlioptas et al. [2] shows that for standard Model B, i.e.
the binary case of Model GB, if dq ≥ , almost all the instances generated following Model B are trivially
insoluble as the number of variables approaches infinity. Following the same lines as their proof for Model
B[1], we can easily show that if 1−≥ kdq , Model GB will also suffer from the trivial asymptotic insolubility.
In such a case, asymptotically, no solution exists to the generated instances. So in this paper, we will only
consider the case of 1−< kdq . The definition of Model GB can also be found in [24] which investigated the
average number of nodes used by the backtracking algorithm on Model GB in the case of dq < , and proved
that in this case Model GB exhibits non-trivial asymptotic behavior (not trivially soluble or insoluble). It is
easy to see that random k-SAT is also a special case of Model GB if we set d  to 2 and q  to 1 respectively.
Therefore, the results about Model GB in this paper are also applicable to random k-SAT. To study the
structure of solutions of random instances generated following Model GB, we will first combine assignments
into assignment pairs, and then introduce the concepts of similarity number and similarity degree to describe
how the two assignments in an assignment pair are similar to each other. Based on these definitions, the
concept of average similarity degree, measuring how satisfying assignments (i.e. solutions) are similar to
each other, will be introduced. Finally, we will discuss the behaviour of the average similarity degree for
Model GB as r  varies.
Definition 1.2  An assignment pair
An assignment pair is an ordered pair >< ji tt ,  of assignments to the variables in U , where
),,,( 21 iniii aaat ⋅⋅⋅=  and ),,,( 21 jnjjj aaat ⋅⋅⋅=  with ljlil Daa ∈, . The set that consists of all the assignment
pairs is denoted by pairA . An assignment pair >< ji tt ,  satisfies a CSP if and only if both it  and jt  satisfy
this CSP. That is to say, an assignment pair >< ji tt ,  is called a satisfying assignment pair of a CSP if and
only if both it  and jt  are solutions of this CSP.
It is easy to see from the above definition that if we know all the solutions of a CSP, then all the
satisfying assignment pairs of this CSP can be formed by combining the solutions into ordered pairs of
solutions.
Definition 1.3  Similarity number ,...}3,2,1,0{: →pair
f AS
                            ),(),(
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ji
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=>< (1.1)
where the function Sam  is defined as follows:
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The similarity number of an assignment pair is equal to the number of variables at which the two
assignments of this assignment pair take the identical values. By Definition 1.3 it is easy to see that
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nttS ji
f ≤><≤ ),(0 .
Definition 1.4  Similarity degree →pair
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ttS
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f
ji
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=>< . (1.3)
The similarity degree of an assignment pair is a measure of how the two assignments in this assignment
pair are similar to each other, i.e. the ratio of the similarity number to the total number of variables. The
larger the value of ),( >< ji
f tts , the more similar are the two assignments it  and jt . By Definition 1.4, it is
obvious that 1),(0 ≤><≤ ji
f tts .
Let sA  be the set of assignment pairs whose similarity degree is equal to s . A random CSP instance,
generated following Model GB, is denoted by φ . Let SatsA  be the set of assignment pairs that are in sA  and
satisfy φ . It is obvious that the cardinality SatsA  is a random variable. The expected value of this variable is
denoted by )( SatsAE , i.e. )(
Sat
sAE  stands for the expected number of satisfying assignment pairs whose
similarity degree is equal to s . Given r , if )()(
21
Sat
s
Sat
s AEAE >  holds for 1 ,0 21 ≤≤ ss , then we can say
that 1s  plays a more important role in satisfying assignment pairs than 2s . Using )(
Sat
sAE  as the weighting
factor, the average similarity degree of satisfying assignment pairs, denoted by avs , is defined as follows.
Definition 1.5  Average Similarity degree:
                             ∑
∑
⋅⋅⋅=
⋅⋅⋅=
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n
nn
s
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s
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n
nn
s
Sat
s
av AE
AsE
s
,,1,0
,,1,0
. (1.4)
Recall that satisfying assignment pairs are ordered pairs of solutions. The average similarity degree of
satisfying assignment pairs can therefore be regarded as a characteristic of the structure of solutions,
measuring how solutions are similar to each other. It is proved that as r  varies, the limit avn s∞→lim , denoted
by 
∞,avs , suddenly shift from a smaller value to a larger value when r  crosses a threshold point. Strictly
speaking, we have the following two theorems.
Theorem 1.1  Given k , q , there exists 0>Nd  such that for every Ndd > , there exists a threshold point
crr  (the value of crr  depends on k , q  and d ) such that )()( 11, crav rsrss <=∞  when crrr <<0 , while
)()( 33, crav rsrss >=∞  when crrr > , where )(1 rs  and )(3 rs , satisfying )()( 31 crcr rsrs < , are two continuous
and strictly increasing functions that depend on k , q  and d .
Theorem 1.2  Given d , q , there exists 0>Nk  such that for every Nkk > , there exists a threshold point
crr  (the value of crr  depends on k , q  and d ) such that )()( 11, crav rsrss <=∞  when crrr <<0 , while
)()( 33, crav rsrss >=∞  when crrr > , where )(1 rs  and )(3 rs , satisfying )()( 31 crcr rsrs < , are two continuous
and strictly increasing functions that depend on k , q  and d .
Remark: Note that random k-SAT is a special case of Model GB with 2=d  and 1=q . It can be verified
that for random k-SAT the smallest value of Nk  in Theorem 1.2 is equal to 4. That is to say, for random k-
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SAT, the phase transition phenomenon stated in Theorem 1.2 will occur when 5≥k .
The following theorem shows that as n  approaches infinity, the expected number of the satisfying
assignment pairs with the similarity degree concentrated around 
∞,avs  is almost equal to the expected number
of all the satisfying assignment pairs. In other words, when n  is sufficiently large, the typical similarity
degree of a satisfying assignment pair is concentrated around 
∞,avs , implying that ∞,avs  is very suitable to
characterize how solutions are similar to each other.
Theorem 1.3  Given crrr ≠ , for any sufficiently small positive constant ε , we have
                       1lim
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, (1.5)
where ][a  denotes the largest integer smaller than or equal to a .
The layout of this paper is as follows. In Section 2 we will we calculate )( SatsAE  and give an
asymptotic estimate of it. Section 3 will investigate how the maximum points of )( SatsAE  vary with r  for
sufficiently large n . The theorems in this paper will be proved in Section 4. In Section 5 we will give an
asymptotic estimate of the second moment of the number of solutions for Model GB. Conclusions and future
studies will be discussed in Section 6.
2. The expected number of satisfying assignment pairs
In this section we will first calculate )( SatsAE  and then give an asymptotic estimate of it for large n .
Finally, we will use this asymptotic estimate to investigate the properties of )( SatsAE . Recall that φ  is a
random CSP instance generated following Model GB and SatsA  is the set of assignment pairs that are in sA
and satisfy φ . Let sji tt >< ,  denote an assignment pair in sA . The probability of sji tt >< ,  satisfying φ  is
denoted by ),( sji ttP >< . Therefore, )(
Sat
sAE , i.e. the expected value of 
Sat
sA  is given by
                             ssji
Sat
s AttPAE ),()( ><= . (2.1)
Now we start to derive ),( sji ttP >< . Since each constraint is generated independently, we only need to
consider the probability of sji tt >< ,  satisfying a random constraint. Note that the similarity number of
sji tt >< ,  is equal to nsS = , we have the following two cases:
(1) Each variable of a constraint is assigned the same value in it  as that in jt . In this case, the
probability of >< ji tt ,  satisfying the constraint is 







−
q
d
q
d kk 1 .
(2) Otherwise, the probability of >< ji tt ,  satisfying a constraint is 







−
q
d
q
d kk 2 .
The probability that a random constraint falls into the first case is 







k
n
k
S
.  Hence the probability
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into the second case is 







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n
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1 . Thus we get
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Note that nsS = . As n  approaches infinity, we have
             )1()(
2
)1(
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Substituting Eq. (2.3) into Eq. (2.2), we obtain
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kkkkk
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kqkqsqdqd
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Estimating the above equation as n  tends to infinity, we deduce
                  ))1(1()(),( )g(
n
OesttP snrsji +=><
−σ  when ∞→n , (2.5)
where,
      )()( sres ρσ = , )1ln()ln()1ln(ln)( kkkkk qsqdqdddsg +−−−−−−+= ,
                    )(
)1(2
)1()( 1−−
+−−
−
=
kk
kk ssqsqd
kqksρ . (2.6)
Below we will derive and estimate sA . By Definitions 1.3 and 1.4 the similarity number of the
assignment pairs in sA  is equal to nsS = . It is easy to show that the cardinality of sA  is given by
                           nsnns dns
n
dA −−



= )1( . (2.7)
For 0=s  or 1=s , it is easy to show that
                          nns ddA )1( −=  when 0=s , (2.8)
                             ns dA =  when 1=s . (2.9)
For every 10 << s , the asymptotic estimate of sA  is
       ))1(1(
)1(2
1 )]1ln()1()1ln()1(ln[ln
n
Oe
sns
A dsssssdns +
−
==
−−+−−−−
π
 when ∞→n . (2.10)
Hence we have
                   ))1(1()( )(
n
OesA snhs += τ  when ∞→n , (2.11)
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By Eqs. (2.1), (2.5) and (2.11) we get
                  )( SatsAE ))/1(1()(
)( nOes snf += ϕ  when +∞→n , (2.13)
where )(sϕ and )(sf , defined on the interval 10 ≤≤ s , are as follows:
for 10 << s  :
                 )()()( sss τσϕ = =
)1(2
)(
)1(2
)1( 1
sns
e
kk
kk ssqsqd
kqkr
−
−
−
+−−
−
π
,
                 )()()( srgshsf −=
                     )1ln()1()1ln()1(lnln −−+−−−−= dsssssd
                      )]1ln()ln()1ln([ln kkkkk qsqdqdddr +−−−−−−+− ; (2.14)
for 0=s  or 1=s :
                              )(sϕ =1,
      =)(sf )]1ln()ln()1ln([ln)1ln()1(ln kkkkk qsqdqdddrdsd +−−−−−−+−−−+ . (2.15)
Given r , we can obtain the asymptotic estimate of )( SatsAE  for every similarity degree over ]1,0[
using the above equation. Consequently, it is of interest to find the values of similarity degree maximizing
)( SatsAE  for large n . First, we have the following definition.
Definition 2.1  Given r if 10 0 ≤≤ s  satisfies the following condition for every 10 ≤≤ s there exists
0>M  such that )()(
0
Sat
s
Sat
s AEAE ≤  whenever Mn > , then 0s , denoted by ms  in this paper, is called an
asymptotic maximum point of )( SatsAE .
By Definition 2.1 it is easy to prove that the following propositions hold.
Proposition 2.1  Given r if 0s  is an asymptotic maximum point of )( SatsAE , then 0s  is a maximum
point of )(sf .
Proposition 2.2  Given r if 0s  is the unique maximum point of )(sf , then 0s  is the unique asymptotic
maximum point of )( SatsAE .
Proposition 2.3  Given r if 0s  is a maximum point of )(sf , then for every 10 ≤≤ s  that is not the
maximum point of )(sf , there exists 0>δ  and 0>M  such that )()(
0
Sat
s
nSat
s AEeAE
δ≥  whenever
Mn > .
From Proposition 2.1 we know that 0s  being a maximum point )(sf  is a necessary condition for 0s
being an asymptotic maximum point of )( SatsAE . Proposition 2.2 further shows that if 0s  is the unique
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maximum point of )(sf , then 0s  not only is an asymptotic maximum point of )(
Sat
sAE  but also is the
unique asymptotic maximum point. Proposition 2.3 gives us an intuitive understanding of how the values of
s  maximizing )(sf  differs from the other values of s  in )( SatsAE .
3. The behaviour of ms  as a function of r
In this section we will study how the asymptotic maximum points of )( SatsAE  vary with r . Note that
)(sf  is a continuous function over ]1,0[ . The critical points of )(sf  satisfy the following equations:
            0
1
)1ln()1ln(ln)()()(
1
'''
=
+−−
+−−−+−=−=
−
kk
k
qsqd
kqsrdsssrgshsf , (3.1)
             ⇔ )]1ln()1ln()[ln1(1
)(
)()( 1'
'
−+−−+
−−
==
−
dsss
qs
qd
ksg
shsr k
k
. (3.2)
Remark: Eq. (3.2) is meaningful only for 0)( ≥sr . Hence the critical points satisfy 1/1 <≤ sd .
Eq. (3.2) gives a functional relation between r  and the critical points. By examining the behaviour of
this function we can get the relation between r  and the maximum points of )(sf , and so obtain the
behavior of ms  as a function of r . To investigate the behaviour of )(sr , we first analyze its derivatives.
Proposition 3.1  Given k , q  and d , there is only one root of 0)('' =sr  over )1,/1[ d , denoted by 02s ,
and 0)('' <sr  when 02ss < ; 0)('' >sr  when 02ss > .
Proof.  The second derivative )('' sr  of )(sr  is as follows:
)1(
1)]1)(1([2 )]1ln()1ln([ln)1()1({1)( 11
''
sqs
kqdqsdss
qs
kkqd
k
sr k
kk
k
k
−
−−−−
+−+−−
−−−
=
++
      }
)1(
)12()1(+ 21 s
s
qs
qsqd
k
kk
−
−+−−
+
. (3.3)
Let 2
1
'' )1(
1
)()( s
qd
kqssrsF k
k
−
−−
=
+
. Note that 0)1(
1
2
1
>−
−−
+
s
qd
kqs
k
k
 over )1,/1[ d . Thus )(sF  has the same
sign with )('' sr  over )1,/1[ d , i.e. they are both positive, negative or equal to zero at the same point of s .
     2)1)](1ln()1ln()[ln1()( sdsskksF −−+−−−=
1
122
−−
++−+
qd
qskks k
k
. (3.4)
Let
          122)1)](1ln()1ln()[ln1()( 21 +−+−−+−−−= kkssdsskksF . (3.5)
So we have
                      
1
)()( 1
−−
+=
qd
qssFsF k
k
,
        
)1(
1)11(2
)1(
)1()1( 1
−−
+++−=
−−
+=
qdd
q
d
k
qdd
q
d
F
d
F kkkk . (3.6)
It is easy to show that 0)/1( <dF . The limits of )(sF  and )(1 sF  as 1→s  are
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                 0
1
1)(lim
1
>
−−
+=
→ qd
qsF ks , 01)(lim 11 >=→ sFs . (3.7)
The first derivatives of )(sF  and )(1 sF  are
                       
1
)()(
1
'
1
'
−−
+=
−
qd
qkssFsF k
k
, (3.8)
          2 )1)](1ln()1ln()[ln1(21)1()('1 ksdsskks
skksF +−−+−−−−−−= . (3.9)
Substituting d/1  into the above equations, we get
          kdkk
d
F 2)1)(1()1('1 +−−= , 1
'
1
'
)1(
)1()1(
−
−−
+= kk dqd
qk
d
F
d
F . (3.10)
Note that )(sF  is a continuous function over )1,/1[ d . By the intermediate value theorem and Eqs. (3.6),
(3.7), there exists at least one root 02s  such that 0)( 02 =sF . We can further prove that there is at most one
root. The proof is divided into the following two cases:
Case 1. Assume that there exists no root of equation 0)('1 =sF  over )1,/1[ d . Since 0)/1(
'
1 >dF , it is
easy to see from the assumption that 0)('1 >sF  over )1,/1[ d . By Eq. (3.8) we get that 0)(
' >sF , i.e. )(sF
is a strictly increasing function over )1,/1[ d . Thus there is only one root of 0)( =sF  over )1,/1[ d .
Case 2. Assume that 0s  is a root of 0)(
'
1 =sF  over )1,/1[ d . So we have
          02)1)](1ln()1ln()[ln1(21)1( 000
0
0
=+−−+−−−−
−
− ksdsskk
s
skk . (3.11)
Arranging the above equation gives
             1
2
1)1()1)](1ln()1ln()[ln1(
0
0
000 +
−
−=−−+−−−
s
sksdssk . (3.12)
Substituting the above equation into Eq. (3.5) yields
               122)1(
2
)1()1()( 00
0
2
0
01 +−+−+
−
−= kkssk
s
skksF
                    )]1()22()[(
2
1 0
22
0
2
0
−+−−+= kkskskk
s
 . (3.13)
Let
                    )1()22()()( 2222 −+−−+= kkskskksF . (3.14)
Note that )(2 sF  is a quadratic function in s  and the coefficient of 2s  is greater than zero. Its discriminant
is
                0)1(4))(1(4)1(4 2222 <−−=+−−−=∆ kkkkkk . (3.15)
Hence we obtain that 0)(2 >sF . From )2/()()( 00201 ssFsF =  we know that 0)( 01 >sF . Recall that 0s  is a
root of 0)('1 =sF  over )1,/1[ d , i.e. a critical point of )(1 sF  over )1,/1[ d . Thus )(1 sF  is greater than zero
at the critical points. Assume that as0  is the smallest critical point. It is easy to show that 0)(
'
1 >sF  over
),/1[ 0asd . Otherwise, if there exists a point satisfying 0)(
' 
1 ≤sF  over ),/1[ 0asd , then we can always find a
point 00s  (where assd 000/1 << ) such that 0)( 00
'
1 =sF . This is in contradiction with the statement that 01s
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is the smallest critical point. Consequently, we obtain that 0)('1 >sF  over ),/1[ 0asd . By Eq. (3.8) it is easy
to prove that 0)(' >sF , i.e. )(sF  is a strictly increasing function over ),/1[ 0asd . From Eq. (3.6) we know
that 0)/1( <dF . It follows from Eq. (3.4) that 0)( 0 >asF . Thus there is only one root of 0)( =sF , denoted
by 02s , over ),/1[ 0asd . Note that )(1 sF  is greater than zero at the critical points. It is therefore not hard to
prove that 0)(1 >sF  over )1,[ 0as . Hence we deduce that 0)( >sF  over )1,[ 0as . Combining the above two
cases, we obtain that there is only one root 02s  of 0)( =sF  over )1,/1[ d , and 0)( <sF  when 02ss < ;
0)( >sF  when 02ss > . Recall that )(sF  has the same sign with )(
'' sr . Hence Proposition 3.1 is proved.
From Proposition 3.1 we know that )(' sr  is a strictly decreasing function over ),/1[ 02sd  and a strictly
increasing function over )1,( 02s . Thus 02s  is the minimum point of )(
' sr . In what follows, we will examine
the behaviour of )(' sr  as s  varies.
Proposition 3.2  Given k  and q , there exists 0>Nd  such that for any Ndd > , there are two and only
two roots of 0)(' =sr , denoted by 01s  and 03s  (where 030201 sss << ), over )1,/1[ d , and 0)(' >sr  on the
interval 01/1 ssd <≤ ; 0)(
' <sr  on the interval 0301 sss << ; 0)(
' >sr  on the interval 103 << ss .
Proof.  The first derivative of )(sr  is
  )]1ln()1ln()[ln)1)(1(1(1)(' −+−−−−−−= dss
qs
kqd
k
sr k
k
)
1
11)(1(1 1 ss
s
qs
qd
k k
k
−
++
−−
+
−
. (3.16)
Arranging the above equation, we get
    
)1(
1
)1)(1(
1)]1ln()1ln([ln
)1)(1(
)('
sqsqdk
qsqddss
qsqdk
kqssr kk
kk
kk
k
−−−−−
+−−
+−+−−−=
−−−−
                       
)1(
1
)1)(1(
1)]1ln()1ln([ln
sqqdk
qqddss k
k
−−−−−
+−−
+−+−−−≤ . (3.17)
Let
         )]1ln()1ln([ln
1
)( −+−−−
−
= dss
s
asU , where 
qqdk
qqda k
k
−−−−
+−−
=
)1)(1(
1 . (3.18)
Hence we can write Inequality (3.17) as
                        )(
)1)(1(
)(' sU
qsqdk
kqssr kk
k
≤
−−−−
. (3.19)
It is easy to see that given k  and q , the parameter a  is a strictly decreasing function of d . As d  tends to
infinity, we have
                
1
1
)1)(1(
1limlim
−
=
−−−−
+−−
=
+∞→+∞→ kqqdk
qqda k
k
dd
, 01lim =
+∞→ dd
. (3.20)
Note that 2≥k . By the above equations we can easily prove that there exists 01 >Nd  such that
                          1
1
11
<
+
<
ad
 when 1Ndd > . (3.21)
Substituting )1/(1 a+  into )(sF  gives
                         )1ln(ln1)
1
1( −−++=
+
daa
a
U . (3.22)
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As d  tends to infinity, we have
                         −∞=−−++
+∞→
)]1ln(ln1[lim daa
d
. (3.23)
Thus there exists 02 >Nd  such that
                          0)
1
1( <
+ a
U  when 2Ndd > . (3.24)
By Eqs. (3.19) and (3.24) we get
                 0)
1
1(
)1)(1)(1(
)
1
1(' <
+
≤
−+−−−+ a
U
qaqdk
kq
a
r kk . (3.25)
Recall that 2≥d  and 1−< kdq  in Model GB. We can easily deduce
                         0
)1)(1)(1(
>
−+−−− qaqdk
kq
kk . (3.26)
Let },max{ 21 NNN ddd = . From Proposition 3.1 we know that 02s  is the minimum point of )(
' sr . So we find
                        0)
1
1()( '02
' <
+
≤
a
rsr  when Ndd > . (3.27)
By Eq. (3.16) we obtain
                0
1
]1)1([1)1(
21
' >
−
+
−−
=
−
d
d
dq
qdd
kd
r
kk
, +∞=
→
)(lim '
1
sr
s
. (3.28)
From Proposition 3.1 we know that )(' sr  is a continuous and strictly decreasing function over ),/1[ 02sd .
Thus there exists 01s  such that 0)( 01
'
=sr , and 0)(' >sr  when 01/1 ssd <≤ ; 0)(
' <sr  when 0201 sss << .
Similarly, we can easily prove that there exists 03s  such that 0)( 03
'
=sr , and 0)(' <sr  when 0302 sss << ;
0)(' >sr  when 103 << ss . Hence Proposition 3.2 is proved.
Similar to Proposition 3.2, we can easily obtain the following proposition.
Proposition 3.3  Given d  and q , there exists 0>Nk  such that for any Nkk > , there are two and only
two roots of 0)(' =sr , denoted by 01s  and 03s  (where 030201 sss << ), over )1,/1[ d , and 0)(' >sr  on the
interval 01/1 ssd <≤ ; 0)(
' <sr  on the interval 0301 sss << ; 0)(
' >sr  on the interval 103 << ss .
Proof.  By Eq. (3.18) it is easy to show that given d  and q , the parameter a  is a strictly decreasing
function of k . As k  approaches infinity we have
                       0
)1)(1(
1limlim =
−−−−
+−−
=
+∞→+∞→ qqdk
qqda k
k
kk
. (3.29)
It is straightforward from the above equation that there exists 01 >Nk  such that
                          1
1
11
<
+
<
ad
 when 1Nkk > . (3.30)
Substituting )1/(1 a+  into )(sU  yields
                         )1ln(ln1)
1
1( −−++=
+
daa
a
U . (3.31)
As k  approaches infinity we have
                         −∞=−−++
+∞→
)]1ln(ln1[lim daa
k
. (3.32)
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Thus there exists 02 >Nk  such that
                           0)
1
1( <
+ a
U  when 2Nkk > . (3.33)
Let },max{ 21 NNN kkk = . We have
                        0)
1
1()( '02
' <
+
≤
a
rsr  when Nkk > . (3.34)
The remainder of the proof is along the same lines as those in the proof Proposition 3.2. Recall that random
k-SAT is a special case of Model GB with 2=d  and 1=q . It can be verified that for random k-SAT,
Proposition 3.2 holds when 5≥k [22].
The following picture gives us an intuitive understanding of how the function )(sr  varies with s  for
given values of k , q  and d  satisfying the conditions in Propositions 3.2 or 3.3.
                           Fig. 1  The curve of r(s) as a function of s.
From the above picture we know that )(sr  is a strictly increasing function on the intervals
01/1 ssd ≤≤  and 103 <≤ ss , and is a strictly decreasing function on the interval 0301 sss ≤≤ . So we can
define the inverse functions of )(sr  in every interval as:
                       )()( 11 srrs
−
= ],/1[)](,0[ 0101 sdsr →
                      )()( 12 srrs
−
= ],[)](),([ 03010103 sssrsr →
                        )()( 13 srrs
−
= )1,[)),([ 0303 ssr →+∞ .
We know from Eq. (3.2) that )(sr  depends on k , q  and d . Consequently, if the values of k , q  and d
satisfying the conditions in Propositions 3.2 or 3.3 are given, then the functions )(1 rs , )(2 rs  and )(3 rs  can
be exactly determined.
Proposition 3.4  Given k , q , there exists 0>Nd  such that for every Ndd > , there exists a threshold
point crr  (the value of crr  depends on k , q  and d ) such that the unique asymptotic maximum point is
)()( 11 crm rsrss <=  when crrr <<0 , while the unique asymptotic maximum point is )()( 33 crm rsrss >=
when crrr > , where )(1 rs  and )(3 rs , satisfying )()( 31 crcr rsrs < , are two continuous and strictly increasing
functions that depend on k , q  and d .
 s01  s02  s03  s1/d
0
  r
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Proof.  Given )( 030 srr < , it is easy to see from Fig. 1 that there exists only one critical point )( 01 rs  of
)(sf . By Eqs. (3.1), (3.2) and ))((/))(( 01
'
01
'
0 rsgrshr = , we get
 2
01
'
01
''
01
'
01
'
01
''
 
01
'
)))(((
))(())(())(())((
))((
rsg
rsgrshrsgrshrsr −= , kk
k
rsqqd
rskqrsg
))((1
))((
))((
01
1
01
01
'
⋅+−−
⋅
−=
−
, (3.35)
      
))((
))(())(())(())((
))(())(())((
01
'
01
''
01
'
01
'
01
''
01
''
001
''
01
''
rsg
rsgrshrsgrshrsgrrshrsf −=−= . (3.36)
By Proposition 3.2 we get that 0))(( 01
' >rsr . It follows from Eq. (3.35) that 0))(( 01
' <rsg . Hence we have
                       0))(())(())(( 01
'
01
'
01
'' <= rsgrsrrsf . (3.37)
Therefore, given )( 030 srr < , )( 01 rs  is the unique maximum point of )(sf . By Proposition 3.1 )( 01 rs  is
also the unique asymptotic maximum point of )( SatsAE . Similarly, given )( 010 srr > , )( 03 rs  is the unique
asymptotic maximum point )( SatsAE . Notice that )(1 rs  and )(3 rs  are continuous and strictly increasing
functions. Therefore, if )( 03srr <  or )( 01srr > , the asymptotic maximum point of )(
Sat
sAE  will increase
continuously as r  grows. However, it will be proved below that the asymptotic maximum point ms  is
discontinuous at a threshold point on the interval )()( 0103 srrsr ≤≤  as r  varies. Given )()( 01003 srrsr << ,
there are three critical points of )(sf  which are )( 01 rs , )( 02 rs  and )( 03 rs  respectively. Similarly, by Eq.
(3.36) it can be easily deduced that 0))(( 01
'' >rsf , 0))(( 03
'' >rsf  and 0))(( 02
'' <rsf . Hence )( 01 rs  and
)( 03 rs  are local maximum points while )( 02 rs  is a local minimum point. The maximum point can be easily
obtained by deciding which local maximum value is greater. We first define the following function:
                  ))(())(()( 31 rsfrsfrF −= )()( 0103 srrsr ≤≤ . (3.38)
By Fig. 1 and Eq. (3.36), if )( 03srr = , then ))(( 031 srs  is the sole maximum point of )(sf . Hence we have
                    0)))((()))((())(( 03303103 >−= srsfsrsfsrF . (3.39)
Similarly, if )( 01srr = , then ))(( 013 srs  is the only one maximum point of )(sf . Thus we deduce
                    0)))((()))((())(( 01301101 <−= srsfsrsfsrF . (3.40)
The first derivative of )(rF  is as follows
)())(())(()())(()())(())(()())(()( '33
'
3
'
33
''
11
'
1
'
11
'' rsrsrgrsgrsrshrsrsrgrsgrsrshrF ++−−−= . (3.41)
By use of the condition that )(1 rs  and )(3 rs  are the critical points of )(sf , we have
                 0))(())(( 1
'
1
'
=− rsrgrsh , 0))(())(( 3
'
3
'
=− rsrgrsh . (3.42)
Substituting Eq. (3.42) into Eq. (3.41), we obtain
             )))((1ln()))((1ln()( 31
' kkkk rsqqdrsqqdrF ⋅+−−−⋅+−−= . (3.43)
It is obvious that )()( 303011 rsssrs ≤<≤ .  Thus
                                0)(' <rF . (3.44)
By the intermediate value theorem and Eqs. (3.39), (3.40) and (3.44), there exists only one root crr  of
0)( =rF , and the following facts hold:
If crrrsr <≤)( 03 , then ))(())(( 31 rsfrsf > . Hence )()( 11 crm rsrss <= .
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If )( 01srrrcr ≤< , then ))(())(( 31 rsfrsf < . Hence )()( 33 crm rsrss >= .
It is easy to see that )()( 31 crcr rsrs < . Hence Proposition 3.4 is proved.
Along the same lines as those in the proof Proposition 3.4, we can easily obtain the following
proposition.
Proposition 3.5  Given d , q , there exists 0>Nk  such that for every Nkk > , there exists a threshold
point crr  (the value of crr  depends on k , q  and d ) such that the unique asymptotic maximum point is
)()( 11 crm rsrss <=  when crrr <<0 , while the unique asymptotic maximum point is )()( 33 crm rsrss >=
when crrr > , where )(1 rs  and )(3 rs , satisfying )()( 31 crcr rsrs < , are two continuous and strictly increasing
functions that depend on k , q  and d .
4. Proofs of theorems
In this section, we will prove Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 on the phase transition behaviour of the average
similarity degree and Theorem 1.3 on the concentration of similarity degree around 
∞,avs . From Definition
1.4 we know that calculating the average similarity degree involves summing the terms )( SatsAE  over
 n/n/nns , ,1 ,/0 ⋅⋅⋅= . Recall that the asymptotic estimate of )( SatsAE  can be written as 
)()( snfesϕ . The
following proposition gives a method of how to sum the terms with the form of )()( snfesϕ  over a fixed
interval.
Proposition 4.1  Assume that )(xϕ  and )(xf  are two bounded functions defined over ],[ βα  where
βα <  are two constants, and satisfy the following conditions:
(1) There is only one maximum point ζ  of )(xf over ],[ βα  where ),( βαζ ∈ , and 0)('' <ζf .
(2) )('' xf  is continuous and )(''' xf  exists in some neighborhood of ζ .
(3) 0)( ≠ζϕ , and )(xϕ  is continuous at ζ=x .
Then we have
))1(1( 
)(
2)()( )(''
][
1][
)(
oe
f
ne
n
i nf
n
ni
n
inf
+
−
=∑
+=
ζ
β
α
ζ
πζϕϕ  when ∞→n .
Proof.  From condition (1) we know that 0)('' <ζf . Let δ  be a sufficiently small positive constant such
that
                       0)('' <−≤ sxf ],[ δζδζ +−∈x . (4.1)
Using a technique similar to Laplace’s method for integrals[15], we have
                  =∑
+=
−
][
1][
))f()((
)(
β
α
ζ
ϕ
n
ni
n
ifn
e
n
i
54321 IIIII ++++ , (4.2)
where ∑−
+=
=
)]([
1][
1 )(
δζ
α
n
ni n
iQI , ∑−
+−=
=
)][(
1)]([
2
5
3
)(
nn
ni n
iQI
ζ
δζ
, ∑+
+−=
=
)][(
1)][(
3
5
3
5
3
)(
nn
nni
n
iQI
ζ
ζ
, ∑+
++=
=
)]([
1)][(
4
5
3
)(
δζ
ζ
n
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n
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++=
=
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1)]([
5 )(
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δζ
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iQI ,
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))f()((
)()(
ζ
ϕ
−
=
n
ifn
e
n
i
n
iQ .
Let )()(sup
],[
1 ζ
δζα
fxft
x
−=
−∈
. By condition (1) we know that 01 <t . So
            ∑−
+=
−
=
)]([
1][
))f()((
1 )(
δζ
α
ζ
ϕ
n
ni
n
ifn
e
n
iI )())(( 11
)]([
1][
nt
n
ni
nt neOe
n
iO == ∑−
+=
δζ
α
ϕ . (4.3)
Similarly, let 0)()(sup
],[
5 <−=
+∈
ζ
βδζ
fxft
x
. Then
                              )( 55
ntneOI = . (4.4)
An application of Taylor’s Theorem yields
            2'' ))((
2
1)()( ζηζ −=− xffxf , )( ζθζη −+= x , 10 << θ . (4.5)
Hence
   ∑∑ −
+−=
−−
−
+−=
−
==
)][(
1)]([
)(
2
)][(
1)]([
))f()((
2
5
3
25
3
))(()(
nn
ni
n
isnnn
ni
n
ifn
e
n
iOe
n
iI
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δζ
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δζ
ζ
ϕϕ )())((
5
1
5
3
5
1
2
)][(
1)]([
2
nsnn
ni
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neOe
n
iO
−
−
+−=
−
== ∑ζ
δζ
ϕ . (4.6)
Similarly, we get
                           )(
5
1
2
4
ns
neOI
−
= . (4.7)
We now start to estimate 3I .
Let )( lni += ζ  and )(nol = . Expanding )(xf  in the Taylor Series about ζ , we obtain
             )(
2
)()()( 3
3
2
2
''
n
lO
n
lff
n
lf ++=+ ζζζ , ))1(1)(()( o
n
l
+=+ ζϕζϕ ,
∑∑
+−=
+
+−=
−+
+=+=
][
1][
)(
2
)(][
1][
))()((
3
5
3
5
3
2
32
''5
3
5
3
)()(
n
nl
n
lO
n
lfn
nl
f
n
lfn
e
n
le
n
lI
ζζζ ζϕζϕ ∑
+−=
+=
][
1][
2
)(
5
3
5
3
2
''
)())1(1(
n
nl
n
lf
eo
ζζϕ . (4.8)
If 5
3
nln −≤≤−  or nln ≤≤5
3
, n
lf
e 2
)(
2
'' ζ
 is exponentially smaller than that of 0=l . So we can write Eq. (4.8)
as
                        ∑
−=
+=
n
nl
n
lf
eoI 2
)(
3
2
''
)())1(1(
ζζϕ . (4.9)
Let )('' ζfc −=  and n
cx
exH 2
2
)(
−
= . Applying Euler's summation formula (see [12], p.160 and [19]) to
)(lH
n
nl
∑
−=
, we have
                   ∑ ∫
−=
∞
∞−
+=+=
n
nl c
nodxxHolH π2))1(1()())1(1()( . (4.10)
Combining the above results gives
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  )()(
][
1][
))f()(( ζϕϕ
β
α
ζ
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+=
−
n
ni
n
ifn
e
n
i )()()())1(1(
)(
2 5
1
51 2
''
nsntnt neOneOneOo
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n −
++++
− ζ
π
                          )(ζϕ= ))1(1(
)(
2
'' of
n
+
− ζ
π  when ∞→n . (4.11)
Multiplying both sides of the above equation by )(ζnfe , we obtain
)()(
][
1][
)( ζϕϕ
β
α
=∑
+=
n
ni
n
inf
e
n
i ))1(1( 
)(
2 )(
'' oef
n nf +
−
ζ
ζ
π  when ∞→n .
Hence Proposition 4.1 is proved.
It is easy to see from Eq. (2.14) that )(sϕ  tends to infinity as s  approaches 0=s  or 1=s . So
Proposition 4.1 can not be directly used to sum the terms )( SatsAE  over  n/n/nns , ,1 ,/0 ⋅⋅⋅= . The following
proposition shows that )( SatsAE  increases with s  when s  is very close to 0, but decreases with s  when s
is very close to 1. In what follows, this proposition will be used to estimate from above the sum of the terms
close to 0=s  or close to 1=s .
Proposition 4.2  Given r , for sufficiently large n  there exists two positive constants 10 21 <<< δδ  such
that )( SatsAE  is a strictly increasing function of s  over 10 δ<≤ s , and is a strictly decreasing function of
s  over 12 ≤< sδ .
Proof.  It follows from Eqs. (2.1), (2.2) and (2.7) that
  
nr
k
k
Sat
s
Sat
n
s
kn
kns
n
ns
n
nsqqd
knkn
kns
nn
ns
nn
nsqqd
ns
nsn
dAE
AE
 
1
)1(
)1(
)1(
)1(1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
111
11
1
)(
)(








+−
+−
⋅⋅⋅
−
−
+−−



+−
+
+−
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⋅⋅⋅


−
+
−
−


++−−
+
−
−
=
+
. (4.12)
By the above equation it is easy to show that there exists a positive constant 10 1 << δ  such that
)()( 1
Sat
s
Sat
n
s
AEAE >
+
 whenever 1δ≤s . So )( SatsAE  is a strictly increasing function of s  over 10 δ<≤ s .
We will examine below how )( SatsAE  varies with s  when s  is very close to 1. Notice that k , denoting the
number of variables in a constraint, is a constant. By use of the inequality 
1
1
+−
+−≤
−
−
ln
lS
ln
lS  where kl ≤≤1 ,
for sufficiently large n , we have
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
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−
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1
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1
1
1
1
1
11 . (4.13)
Combining Eq. (4.12) and Inequality (4.13), we get
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Note that 10 ≤≤ s . It is not hard to prove that the following two inequalities hold
             
kkkk
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and when n  is sufficiently large, the following inequality also holds
                            
n
k
n
k 4121 +<


+ . (4.16)
By Inequalities (4.15) and (4.16) we have
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Hence
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Let 
1
)4( 2
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=
qd
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Substituting Inequalities (4.18) and (4.19) into Inequality (4.14) gives
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Let 10 2 << δ  be a positive constant satisfying ),1
max( 12 1
1
δδ
−+
>
de
e
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rc
. From the above inequality we can
easily prove that )()( 1
Sat
s
Sat
n
s
AEAE <
+
 whenever 12 ≤< sδ , i.e. )( SatsAE  is a strictly decreasing function of
s  over 12 ≤< sδ . Hence Proposition 4.2 is proved.
The following proposition will establish a connection between the limit of average similarity degree and
the unique asymptotic maximum point of )( SatsAE , and thus help us to prove the theorems in this paper.
Proposition 4.3  Given crrr ≠ , the limit of average similarity degree is equal to the unique asymptotic
maximum point of )( SatsAE , i.e. mav ss =∞, .
Proof.  By Eq. (2.13) we have
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Let 1α  and 2α  be two rationals satisfying 110 δα <<  and 122 << αδ . From Proposition 4.2 we know that
)( SatsAE  is a strictly increasing function of s  over 10 δ<≤ s , and is a strictly decreasing function of s
over 12 ≤< sδ . Hence,
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It follows from Eq. (2.13) that
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Consequently,
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Similarly, we get
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It is easy to see from Eq. (2.14) that )(sϕ  and )(sf  are two continuous functions over ],[ 21 αα . From the
proof of Proposition 3.4 we know that given crrr ≠ , ms  is the unique maximum point of )(sf . By
Proposition 4.1 we have
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Combining the above cases gives
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Similarly, we can easily deduce
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By Eqs. (1.4), (4.26) and (4.28) we have
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Hence Proposition 4.3 is proved.
We can now easily prove Theorems 1.1, 1.2 and 1.3.
Proof of Theorem 1.1.  By Propositions 3.4 and 4.3 the proof is straightforward.
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Proof of Theorem 1.2.  By Propositions 3.5 and 4.3 the proof is straightforward.
Proof of Theorem 1.3.  Given crrr ≠ , for any small positive constant ε , it is easy to see from Proposition
3.4 that ms  is the unique maximum point of )(sf  over ] ,[ εε +− mm ss . By Proposition 4.1 we obtain
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It follows from Eq. (4.26) that
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By Eqs. (4.30) and (4.31) we have
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From Proposition 4.3 we know that given crrr ≠ , the limit of average similarity degree ∞,avs  is equal to the
unique asymptotic maximum point ms . Consequently,
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Hence Theorem 1.3 is proved.
5. The second moment of the number of solutions
In this section, we will derive the second moment of the number of solutions, denoted by )( 2NE  in this
paper, for random instances generated following Model GB and give an asymptotic estimate of it. It will be
shown that the threshold point crrr = , where the limit of average similarity degree ∞,avs  shifts from a
smaller value to a larger value abruptly, is also a singular point with respect to r  in the asymptotic estimate
of )( 2NE .
Proposition 5.1  We have
for crrr <<0 :
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Proof.  The second moment of the number of solutions for random instances generated following Model
GB is given by
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From Propositions 3.4 and 3.5 we know that for every crrr <<0  the unique maximum point of )(sf  is
)(1 rs , and for every crrr >  the unique maximum point of )(sf  is )(3 rs . Hence it follows from Eqs. (4.27)
and (5.1) that
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For crrr = , there are two and only two maximum points of )(sf  that are )(1 crrs  and )(3 crrs  respectively.
Let 
2
)()( 31
0
crcr rsrst += . It is easy to show that )(1 crrs  is the unique maximum point over the interval
] ,0[ 0t , and )(3 crrs  is the unique maximum point over the interval ]1,[ 0t . We can write Eq. (5.1) as
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So we have
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Hence Proposition 5.1 is proved.
We know from Propositions 3.4 and 3.5 that )()( 31 crcr rsrs < . Thus it is easy to see that crrr =  is a
singular point with respect to r  in the asymptotic estimate of )( 2NE .
6. Conclusions and future work
In this paper we introduced the concept of average similarity degree to characterize how the solutions of
random k-SAT and random CSPs are similar to each other. The main conclusion is that under certain
conditions, as r (the ratio of constraints to variables) increases, the limit of average similarity degree when the
number of variables approaches infinity exhibits phase transitions at a threshold point, shifting from a smaller
value to a larger value abruptly. It should be mentioned that we can also define the distance between the two
assignments in an assignment pair as a measure of how they are different from each other, i.e. the ratio of the
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number of variable where the two assignments differ to the total number of variables. Following the
definition of average similarity degree, the average distance between solutions, denoted by avd , can also be
defined. It is easy to verify that the average similarity and the average distance satisfy the following equation
                                 1=+ avav ds . (6.1)
We can therefore immediately reach a conclusion from Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 that under the same conditions,
the average distance will also exhibit phase transitions at the threshold point crrr = , shifting from a larger
value to a smaller value abruptly. This conclusion implies that the solution space will suddenly shrink at the
threshold point crrr = . Numerical calculations show that for random 5-SAT and random 6-SAT, the values
of crr  are approximately 21.6 and 42.9 respectively. As a comparison, it was shown empirically that for
random 5-SAT and random 6-SAT, the phase transition in solubility occurs when r is approximately 21.9 and
43.2 respectively[10]. So it would be interesting to investigate either theoretically or experimentally the
relation between the phase transition in average similarity degree and the phase transition in solubility.
Our results suggest that the solutions of a random CSP instance will abruptly condense into a much
smaller space when r crosses the phase transition point in average similarity degree. What can we learn from
this study? Intuitively, if the solutions of a random instance are distributed in a smaller space, it might make
search algorithms use more time to find a solution in the space of assignments and so harder to determine if
this instance is soluble. As shown above, for random 5-SAT and random 6-SAT, the phase transition points
in average similarity degree are very close to the corresponding phase transition points in solubility.
Therefore, we can say that the finding of the phase transition in average similarity degree provides some new
insights into understanding why there is a sharp increase in the hardness of solving random instances near the
phase transition point in solubility. One possible application of it might be in the design of search algorithms.
For example, when we solve a random CSP instance, it might be useful to determine the location of this
instance before the search procedure begins. If it is located in the area where crrr > , then we can improve
the efficiency of algorithms by using some information, e.g. the value of average similarity degree, to
efficiently identify the location and structure of the solution space.
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